
WHO HOPS? 
 
 
Frogs hop.  Rabbits hop.  Cows hop…….Cows hop?  Do you know who 
hops? 
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Themes:  Animal identification 
      Color identification 
      Developing their thought  
 
Let’s face it……just about all of us can hop but this book gives your child 
an opportunity to think about who and what hops on a regular basis.  The 
colors in this book are so bright and some are a little different than the basic 
red, yellow and blue.  Purple, green and pink can be added to their color 
pallet.  Some of the animals in this book may be new to them as 
well…..kangaroos, snails, bats.  You can talk about where you would find 
them…on the farm?  At the Zoo?  At the beach? 
 
Another fun way to have your child identify groups that go together may be 
to cut out pictures of a plate, silverware and a glass and throw in a picture of 
a cow.  Have your child pick out the items that go together.  You can pick 
and choose some things they may be familiar with so it isn’t too difficult to 
start with. This will give them a sense of organization and “using their 
head”, not to mention developing that sense of humor…..not that a cow 
wouldn’t be a great dinner companion! 
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